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SECTION 10.1 Static Electricity

in nature and stem from what we commonly call "static electricity" But static elec- tricity does more than just push .... the Franklin stove, lightning rods, and ... and engineers have had to deal with negative amounts of charge flowing through wires ever since. .... As long as your sock is clinging tightly to your shirt, there isn't. 
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SECTION



10.1



Static Electricity



Electricity may be difficult to see, but you can easily observe its effects. How often have you found socks clinging to a shirt as you rem ove them from a hot dryer .or struggled to throw away a piece of plastic packaging that just won't leave your hand or stay in the trash can? The forces behind these familiar effects are electric in nature and stem from what we commonly call "static electricity" But static electricity does more than just push things around, as you've probably noticed while reaching for a doorknob or a friend's hand on a cold, dry day. ln this section, we'll examine static electricity and the physics behind its intriguing forces and often painful shocks.



damp =slightly wet
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CHAPTER



Electric Charge and Freshly Laundered Clothes Unless you have always lived in a damp climate and avoided synthe tic materials, you have experienced the effects of static electricity. Seemingly ordinary objects have pushed or pulled on one another mysteriously and you've received shocks while reaching for light switches, car doors, or friends' hands. But static electricity is more than an interesting nuisance; ifs a simple window into the inner workings of our universe and worthy of a serious look. It will take sorne time to lay the groundwork, but soon you'll be able to explain most of the effects of static electricity and even to control it to sorne extent. The existence of static electricity has been known for several thousand years. About 600 B.e., the Greek philosopher Thales of Miletus (ca 624-546 B.e.) observed that when amber is rubbed vigorously with fur, it attracts light objects such as straw and feathers. Known in Greek as elektron, amber is a fossil tree resin with properties similar to those of modern plastics. The term "static electricity,' like many others in this chapter, derives from that Greek root.



10: ELECTRIC THINGS



Static electricity begins with electric charge, an intrinsic property of matter. Electric charge is present in many of the subatomic particles from which matter is constructed, and these particles incorporate their charges into nearly everything. No one knows why charge exists; it's simply one of the basic features of our universe and something that people discovered through observation and experiment. Because electric charge has so much influence on objects that contain it, we'll sometimes refer to those objects as electric charges or simply as charges. Charges exert forces on one another and it is these forces that you observe with static electricity. Next time you're doing laundry, experiment with your clothes as they come out of the dryer. You'll find that some electrically charged garments attract one another while others repel. Evidently, there are two different types of charge. But while this dichotomy has been known since 1733, when it was discovered by French chemist Charles-François de Cisternay du Fay (1698-1739), it was Benjamin Franklin 0 who finally gave the two charges their present names. Franklin called what appears on glass when it's rubbed with silk "positive charge" and what appears on hard rubber when it's rubbed with animal fur "negative charge:' Two like charges (both positive or both negative) push apart, each experiencing a repulsive force that pushes it directly away from the other (Fig. 10.1.1a,b). Two opposite charges (one positive and one negative) pull together, each experiencing an attractive force that pulls it directly toward the other (Fig. 10.1.1e). These forces between stationary electric charges are called electrostatic forces. When you find that two freshly laundered socks push apart, it's because they both have the sa me type of charge. Whether that charge is positive or negative depends on the fabrics involved (more on that later), so let's just suppose that the dryer has given each sock a negative charge. Since like charges repel, the socks push apart. But what does it mean for the dryer to give each sock a negative charge? The answer to that question has several parts. First, the dryer didn't create the negative charge that it gave to a sock. Like momentum, angular momentum, and energy, electric charge is a conserved physical quantity-it cannot be created or destroyed, only transferred. The negative charge that the dryer gave to the sock must have come from something else, perhaps a shirt. Second, positive charge and negative charge aren't actually separate entitiesthey're just positive and negative amounts of the same physical quantity: electric charge. Positive charges have positive amounts of electric charge, while negative charges have negative amounts. Like most physical quantities, we measure charge in standard units. The SI unit of electric charge is the coulomb (abbreviated C). Small objects rarely have a whole coulomb of charge and your sock's charge is only about -0.0000001 C. Third, the sock's negative charge refers to the sock as a whole, not to its internai pieces. As with all ordinary matter, the sock contains an enormous number of positively and negatively charged particles. Each of the sock's atoms consists of a dense central core or nucleus, containing positively charged protons and uncharged neutrons, surrounded by a diffuse cloud of negatively charged electrons. The electrostatic forces between those tiny charged particles hold together not only the atoms, but also the entire socle However, in giving the sock a negative charge, the dryer saw to it that the sock's net electric charge-the sum of all its positive and negative amounts of charge-is negative. With its negative net charge, the sock behaves much like a simple, negatively charged object. Finally, the sock became negatively charged when it contained more electrons than protons. Underlying that seemingly simple statement is a great de al of painstaking scientific study. To begin with, experiments have shown that electric charge is quantized: charge always appears in integer multiples of the elementary unit of electric charge. This elementary unit of charge is extremely small, only about 1.6 x 10-19 C, and is the magnitude of the charge found on most subatomic parti-



o Although best remembered for his political activities, American statesman and philosopher Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) was also the preeminent scientist in the American colonies during the mid-1700s. His experiments, both at home and in Europe, contributed significantly to the understanding of electricity and electric charge. ln addition to demonstrating that lightning is a form of electric discharge, Franklin invented a number of useful deviees, including the Franklin stove, lightning rods, and bifocal eyeglasses.



A garment =a piece of clothing
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Fig. 10.1.1 (a) Two positive charges experience equal but oppositely directed forces exactly away from one another. (h) The same effect occurs for two negative charges. (e) Two opposite charges experience equal but oppositely directed forces exactly toward one another. STATIC ELECTRICITY
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6 ln 1781, after a career as a military engineer in the West Indies, French physicist Charles-Augustin de Coulomb (1736-1806) returned to his native Paris in poor health. There he conducted scientific investigations into the nature of forces between electrie charges and published a series of memoirs on the subject between 1785 and 1789. His research came to a dose in 1789 when he left Paris because of the French Revolution.



des. An electron has -1 elementary unit of charge, while a proton has +1 elementary unit of charge. Since the only charged subatomic partides in normal matter are electrons and protons, the sock becomes negatively charged simply by having more electrons than protons. Returning to the original question, we now know what the dryer did in order to give a sock a negative charge. Assuming the sock started electrically neutral-it had zero net charge-the dryer must have added electrons to the sock or removed protons from the sock or both. These transfers of charge upset the sock's charge balance and gave it a negative net charge. ln keeping with our convention regarding conserved quantities, all unsigned references to charge in this book imply a positive amount. For exarnple, if the dryer gave charge to a jacket, we mean it gave a positive amount of charge to that jacket. We follow this same convention with money: when you say that you gave money to a charity, we assume that you gave a positive amount. Finally, Franklin's charge-naming scheme was brilliant in concept but unlucky in execution. While it reduced the calculation of net charge to a simple addition problern, it required Franklin to choose which type of charge to call "positive" and which to call "negative:' Unfortunately, his seemingly arbitrary choice made electrons, the primary constituents of electric current in wires, negatively charged. By the time physicists had recognized the mistake, it was too late to fix. Scientists and engineers have had to deal with negative amounts of charge flowing through wires ever since. Imagine the awkwardness of having to carry out business using currency printed only in negative denominations!
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Coulomb's Law and Static Cling
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Fig. 10.1.2 The electrostatie forces between two charges increase dramatically as they become doser. As the distance separating two positive charges decreases by a factor of 2 between (a) and (b), the forces those two charges experience increase by a factor of 4.



Although your sock and shirt pull together strongly when they're only inches apart, you can put on your shirt and go to the movies without fear of being attacked by your sock from the other side of town. Evidently, the forces between charges weaken with distance. Over two centuries ago, French physicist Charles-Augustin de Coulomb 6 studied electrostatic forces experimentally and determined that the forces between two electric charges are inversely proportional to the square of their separation (Fig. 10.1.2). For example, doubling the separation between your shirt and sock reduces their attraction by a factor of four, which explains your uneventful night out on the town. Coulornb's experiments also showed that the forces between electric charges are proportional to the amount of each charge. That means that doubling the charge on either your shirt or your sock doubles the force each garment exerts on the other. Finally, changing the sign of either charge turns attractive forces into repulsive ones or vice versa. If both garments were either positively charged or negatively charged, they'd repel instead of attracting. These ideas can be combined to describe the forces acting on two charges and written as: c
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(10.1.1)



The force on charge] is directed toward or away from charge., and the force on charge, is directed toward or away from charge]. This relationship is called Coulornb's law, after its discoverer. The Coulomb constant is about 8.988 x 109 N·m2/C2 and is one of the physical constants found in nature. Consistent with Newton's third law, the force that charge] exerts on charge, is equal in amount but oppositely directed to the force that charge, exerts on charge]. 326
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Coulomb's Law The magnitudes of the electrostatic forces between two objects are equal to the Coulomb constant times the product of their two electric charges divided by the square of the distance separating them. If the charges are like, then the forces are repulsive. If the charges are opposite, then the forces are attractive. ln addition to protecting you from distant charged socks, this relationship between electrostatic forces and distance gives rise to another intriguing feature of laundry static: charged clothes can cling to objects that are electrically neutral! For example, a negatively charged sock can stick to a neutral wall. The origin of this attraction is a subtle rearrangement of charges within the wall. Even though the wall has zero net charge, it still contains both positively and negatively charged particles. When the negatively charged sock is near the wall, it pulls the wall's positive charges a little closer and pushes the wall's negative charges a little farther away (Fig.1O.1.3). Although each individual charge shifts just a tiny distance, the wall contains so many charges that together they produce a dramatic result. The wall develops an electric polarization-it remains neutral overall, but has a positively charged region nearest the sock and a negatively charged one farthest from the sock. Fig. 10.1.3 (a) A neutral wall contains countless positive and negative charges. (b) As a negatively charged sock approaches the wall, the positive charges move toward it and the negative charges move away. (c) The polarized wall continues to attract the sock and holds it in place.



The wall's positive region attracts the sock while its negative region repels the sock. Though you might expect those two opposing forces to balance, Coulornb's law says otherwise. Since electrostatic forces grow weaker with distance, the sock is attracted more strongly to the nearer positive region than it is repelled by the more distant negative region. Overall, there is a net electrostatic attraction between the charged sock and the polarized wall, so the sock clings to the wall!



Transferring Charge: Sliding Friction or Contact? While it's clear that the dryer transfers charge between the clothes, why do es that charge move and what determines which garments gain charge and which lose it? You might suppose that sliding friction is responsible for the transfer-that the dryer rubs the clothes together and somehow wipes charge from one garment to the other. After all, friction seems to help you charge a balloon as you rub it through your hair or against a wool sweater. But be careful-there are other cases of charge transferthat don't involve rubbing at all. For example, the plastic wrap you remove from a store package can acquire a charge no matter how careful you are not to rub it against its contents. And an antique car can build up enough charge to give you a nasty shock even when its white rubber tires never skid across the pavement. Charge transfer is less the result of rubbing than it is of contact between dissimilar surfaces. When two different materials touch one another, a few electrons normally shift from one surface to the other. That transfer results from the chemical differences between the two touching surfaces and the associated change in an electron's potential energy when it shifts. ln effect, sorne surfaces are "hungrier" for electrons than others and whenever two dissirnilar surfaces touch, the hungrier surface steals a few electrons from its less hungry partner. STATIC EUCTRIClTY
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The physics behind this theft has to do with chemical potential energy-energy stored in the chemical forces that bind together a material's constituent atoms and electrons. To hold onto its electrons, a surface reduces their chemical energies to less than zero, meaning that it would take additional energy to free those electrons from the surface. However, some surfaces reduce the electron chemical potential energies more than others and thus bind their electrons more tightly. If an electron on one surface can reduce its chemical potential energy by shifting to the other surface, it will accelerate toward that "hungrier" surface and eventually stick there. You can picture the electron as "rolling downhill" from a chemical "valley" on one surface to an even deeper valley on the other surface. This transfer of electrons is self-limiting. As electrons accumulate on the lower energy surface, they begin to repel any electrons that try to follow and the transfer pro cess soon grinds to a halt. It stops altogether when the electrons reach equilibrium-when the forward chemical force an electron experiences is exactly balanced by the backward electrostatic force. The transfer won't resume until you bring fresh, uncharged surface regions into contact. That's where rubbing enters the picture. Rubbing involves lots of surface contact and almost endless opportunities for charge transfer between those surfaces. As clothes tumble about in the dryer, touching one another and often rubbing, some fabrics steal electrons and become negatively charged while other fabrics lose electrons and become positively charged. . That said, you should be aware that the details of contact charging are messy. For starters, the surfaces that actually touch one another are neither chemically pure nor free of microscopie defects. While it's generally true that whichever fabric binds electrons most tightly is the one most likely to develop a negative net charge, surface contamination and defects can change the outcome radically. Even your choice oflaundry detergent may affect the fabric's surface chemistry and thus how it charges. Furthermore, water molecules cling to most surfaces and influence the contact charging process. Finally, while we've concentrated on the exchange of electrons, ifs also possible for certain surfaces to exchange ions-that is, electrically charged atorns, molecules, or small particles-along with electrons and acquire net charges as a result.



Separating Your Clothes: Producing High Voltages The dryer stops and you take out your favorite shirt. It has several socks clinging to it, so you begin to remove them. As you separate the garrnents, they crackle and spark. Their attraction is obviously due to opposite charges, but why do es separating them make them spark? To answer that question, let's think about energy as you pull the negatively charged sock steadily away from the positively charged shirt. Since the sock would accelerate toward the shirt if you let go, you are clearly exerting a force on the sock. And because that force and the sock's movement are in the same direction, you are also doing work on the sock. You are transferring energy to it. That energy is stored in the electrostatic forces-the shirt and sock accumulate electrostatic potential energy. Electrostatic potential energy is present whenever opposite charges have been pulled apart or like charges have been pushed together. With the negatively charged sock now far from the positively charged shirt, both attraction and repulsion contribute to the electrostatic potential energy: opposite charges are separated on the two garments and like charges are assembled together on each garment. The total electrostatic potential energy in the shirt and sock is the work you did to separate them. But that potential energy isn't divided equally among the individual charges on these garments. Depending on their locations, some charges have more 328
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electrostatic potential energy than others and are therefore more important when it comes to sparks. ln recognition of those differences, we need a proper way to characterize the electrostatic potential energy available to a charge at a particular location. The measure we're seeking is voltage-the electrostatic potential energy available per unit of electric charge at a given location. Voltage is a difficult quantity to conceptualize because you can't see charge or sense its stored energy. To help you understand voltage, we'll use a simple analogy. ln this anal ogy, the role of charge will be played by water and the role of voltage will be played by altitude. Where voltage is high, visualize water far ab ove you. Where voltage is low, picture water at a lesser height. And just as water tends to flow from higher altitude to lower altitude, so charge tends to flow from higher voltage to lower voltage. This analogy works weil because both voltage and altitude measure the energy in a unit of something. Voltage is the electrostatic potential energy per unit of charge and altitude can be construed as the gravitational potential energy per unit to construe = to understand the of weight. Though thinking of altitude this way may seem strange, both water at meaning of something in a particular high altitude and charge at high voltage are loaded with energy per unit and likely way to cause trouble! Since the SI unit of energy is the joule and the SI unit of electric charge is the coulomb, the SI unit of voltage is the joule-per-coulomb, more commonly called the volt (abbreviated V). Where the voltage is positive, (positive) charge can release electrostatic potential energy by escaping to a distant neutral place. Charge at positive voltage is analogous to water on a hill, which can release gravitation al potential energy by flowing down to adistant level place. Where the voltage is negative, charge needs energy to escape to a distant neutral place. Charge at negative voltage is analogous to water in a valley, which needs energy in order to flow up to a distant level place. As you can see, this voltage-altitude analogy is quite a boon. But while you should a boon=something useful that brings great benefits find it helpful now and throughout this book, please remember that the ups and down in altitude that you're using to visualize voltage occur only in your mind's eye and not in the real world. Your clothes don't necessary move up or down as their voltages change! Returning to those clothes, you'll find that each point on the shirt or sock has its own voltage. You can determine that voltage by taking a tiny amount of (positive) charge at that point -a "test charge" -and moving it to a distant neutral place. The point's voltage is simply the electrostatic potential energy the test charge releases during that trip divided by the amount of its charge. If the point you examine is on the positively charged shirt, you'll obtain a large positive voltage-probably several thousand volts. If it's on the negatively charged sock, you'll obtain a negative voltage of similar magnitude. Whether positive or negative, these high voltages tend to cause sparks. We'lllook at the physics of sparks and discharges soon, but you can already see why oppositely charged clothes spark as you separate them: that's when the high voltages develop. As long as your sock is clinging tightly to your shirt, there isn't much electrostatic potential energy available. But as soon as you begin to separate them, watch out!



Accumulating Huge Static Charges We've se en that touching two different materials together causes a small transfer of charge from one surface to the other and that separating those oppositely charged surfaces produces elevated voltages and perhaps sparks. However, the quiet crackling and snapping of items in your laundry basket is nothing compared to the miniature lightning bolts you can unleash after walking across a carpet on



To snap = to suddenly break something with a short loud noise a lightning bolt= a flash of lightning STATIC ELECTRICITY
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the sole=the flat bottom part of your foot



Fig. 10.1.4 Static electricity can be produced by mechanical processes. ln this Van de Graaff generator, a moving rubber belt transfers negative charges from the base to the shiny metal sphere. This negative charge creates dramatic sparks as it returns through the air toward the positive charge it left behind.
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a dry winter day, stepping out of an antique car, or playing with a static generator. To get a really big spark, you need to separate lots of charge and that usually requires repeated effort. Walking across a carpet is just such a repetitive process. Each time your rubber-soled shoe lands on an acrylic carpet, sorne (positive) charge shifts from the carpet to your shoe. Although the transfer is brief and self-Iimiting, you now have a little extra charge on yOuf shoe. When you lift that shoe off the carpet, you do work on its newfound charge and your shoe's voltage surges to a high positive value. High voltage charge tends to leak from one place to another and the shoe's charge quickly spreads to the rest of your body. By the time your foot lands again on a fresh patch of carpet, the shoe has given away most of its charge and is ready to begin the process all over again. Each time your foot lands on the carpet, it picks up sorne charge. And each time it lifts off the carpet, that charge spreads out on yOuf body. By the time you finally reach for the doorknob, you are covered with charge and have an enormous positive voltage. As yOuf hand draws close to the doorknob, it begins to influence the doorknob's charges-pulling the doorknob's negative charges closer and pushing its positive charges away. You are polarizing the doorknob. As we saw while separating your freshly laundered sock from your shirt, oppositely charged objects that are close but not touching can have both large electrostatic potential energies and strong electrostatic forces. That's the situation here. The closer yOuf hand gets to the doorknob, the stronger the electrostatic forces become until finally the air itself cannot tolerate the forces and a spark forms. ln an instant, most of your accumulated electrostatic potential energy is released as light, heat, and sound. And that doesn't include any screams. But as good as walking is at building up charge, an antique car is even better. Its pale rubber tires gather negative charge when they touch the pavement and develop large negative voltages as they roll away from it. This charge migrates onto the car body so that after a few seconds of driving, the car accumulates enough charge to give anyone who touches it a painful shock. Collecting tolls used to be hazardous work! Fortunately, modern tires are formulated to allow this negative charge to return safely to the pavement, so that cars rarely accurnulate much charge. Instead, most shocks associated with cars now come from sliding across the seat as you step in or out. While cars try to avoid static charging, there are machines that deliberately accumulate separated charge to pro duce extraordinarily high voltages. The most famous of these static machines is the Van de Graaff generator (Fig. 10.1.4). It uses a rubber belt to lift positive or negative charges onto a metal sphere until the magnitude of that sphere's voltage reaches hundreds of thousands or even millions of volts. A typical classroom Van de Graaff uses a motor-driven rubber belt to carry negative charges from its base to its spherical metal top. Once inside the sphere, the belt's negative charges flow outward onto the sphere's surface, where they can be as far apart as possible. There they remain until something releases them. Suspended at the top of a tall, insulating column, the Van de Graaff generator's sphere can accumulate an enormous negative charge. You may hear the motor struggling as it pushes the belt's negative charges up to the sphere, a reflection of how much negative voltage the sphere is developing. Eventually it releases its negative charge via an immense spark. But even without sparks, the Van de Graaff is an interesting novelty. If you isolate yourself from the ground and touch the metal sphere while it's accumulating negative charges, sorne of those negative charges will spread onto you as well, If your hair is long and flexible, and permits the negative charges to distribute themselves along its length, it may stand up, lifted by the fierce repulsions between those like charges.
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Controlling Static Electricity: Fabric Softeners and Conditioners Now that we've seen what static electricity is and how to pro duce it, we're ready to see how to tame it. Static cling, flyaway hair, and electrifying handshakes aren't everyone's eup of tea. The basic solution to static charge is mobility: if charges can move freely, they'll eliminate static electricity all by themselves. Opposite charges attract, so any separated positive and negative charges will join up as soon as they're aUowed to move. Materials such as metals that permit free charge movement are called electrical conductors. Those such as plastic, hair, and rubber that prevent free charge movement are called electrical insulators. Since charge movement eliminates static electricity, our troubles with static electricity stem mostly from insulators. If you wore metal clothing, you wouldn't have static problems with your laundry. The simplest way to reduce static electricity is to turn the insulators into conductors. Even slight conductors, ones that just barely let charges move, will gradually get rid of any accumulations of separated charge. That's one of the main goals of fabric softeners, dryer sheets, and hair conditioners. They all turn insulating materials-fabrics and hair-into slight electrical conductors. The result is the near disappearance of static electricity and all its fashion inconveniences. How these three items work is an interesting tale. They all employ roughly the same chemical: a positively charged detergent molecule. A detergent molecule is a long molecule that is electricaUy charged at one end and electrically neutral at the other end. Its charged end dings electrostaticaUy to opposite charges and is chernically "at home" in water. Its neutral end is oil-like, slippery, and "at home" in oils and greases. This dual citizenship is what makes detergents so good for deaning. But while it might seem that positively and negatively charged detergent molecules would dean equally well, that's not the case. Since deaning agents shouldn't ding to the materials they're deaning, it's important that the two not have opposite charges. Fabrics and hair generally become negatively charged when wet-another example of a charge shift when two different materials touch-so negatively charged detergent molecules dean much better than positively charged ones. Positively charged detergents are still useful, however, although you mustn't apply them until after you've deaned your dothes or hair. Because the y ding so well to wet fibers, these slippery detergent molecules will remain in place long after washing and give fabrics and hair a soft, silky feel. And they'll allow those mate rials to conduct electricity, albeit poorly, so as to virtually eliminate static electricity! This conductivity is due principally to their tendency to attract moisture. Water is a slight electrical conductor and damp surfaces allow charges to move around. That's why moist air decreases static electricity. By making fabrics and hair almost imperceptibly damp, the positively charged detergents allow separated charges to get back together and do away with static hair problems and laundry dingo That's why they're the main ingredients in fabric softeners, dryer sheets, hair conditioners, and even many antistatic sprays.
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